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Abeles, Elvin. The Student and the University; A Background Book on the Cam-
pus Revolt. Parents' Magazine, 1969. 246p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library
ed. $4.28 net.
The "background" of the subtitle is the prime emphasis of the book,
R the historical material about universities constituting the major part of
8- the text, tracing European and American developments from feudal times
to today. The final sections which discuss the changing university and the
contemporary student movement are measured and objective. The writing
style is heavy and not all of the historical material seems pertinent to
today's problems, but the book as a whole has value, a useful comple-
ment to the study of one university, Schwartz's University (reviewed in
the September 1969 issue) and to Students in Revolt, by Harris, reviewed
below. An appendage citing sources of quoted material precedes the in-
dex.
Adoff, Arnold, ed. Black Out Loud; An Anthology of Modern Poems by Black
Americans; ed. by Arnold Adoff; illus. by Alvin Hollingsworth. Macmil-
lan, 1970. 86p. $4.95.
An excellent anthology and a handsome book. There are poems by es-
R tablished writers like Gwendolyn Brooks, LeRoi Jones and Langston
6-9 Hughes, but many are by gifted younger writers. Topically grouped in
six sections, the selections are vigorous in their expression of black
pride and a rejection of injustice. Most of them are serious, brief, and
graceful; a minority have an intended and angular harshness. Biographi-
cal notes, and author, title, and first line indexes are appended.
Alkema, Chester Jay. The Complete Crayon Book. Sterling, 1969. 156p. illus.
$8.95.
The materials are comparatively inexpensive and the varieties of
R crayons and techniques in using them afford innumerable avenues to
5- constructive and creative work. The author suggests simple projects
that very young children can do, and more sophisticated and difficult
exercises for the older reader. Information about the qualities of chalk
pastel, fluorescent, water, oil pastel, and wax crayons, and of crayon
pencils is followed by a discussion of techniques and by detailed discus-
sions and profuse illustrations of the exploration of the media, back-
grounds, and special effects. A relative index is appended.
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Armer, Alberta. Runaway Girl; illus. by George Guzzi. World, 1970. 190p.
Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.86 net.
Mary Connor is the daughter of a wealthy and conservative man who,
M since he is running for public office, is adamant about Mary's behavior.
6-9 She is sure that all his concern is for his own image; she resents his
disapproval of her interest in working for the disadvantaged, and she is
angry because he proposes sending her to a select boarding school. She
runs away to a hippie community where many of her friends are addicts,
and goes from there to a settlement to work with migrant children. Pres-
ent (but not participating) at a pot party, Mary is picked up; her father
takes her home. She goes to the boarding school, returning home when
her father loses the election, and there is a hint that her father sees the
light both about the need for helping the underprivileged and for letting
his daughter live by her own beliefs. There are some interesting epi-
sodes and the book is permeated with concern for helping and under-
standing those in trouble, but it is diffuse as a story because of the
many areas it explores and because there is no focus of action.
Beatty, Jerome. Sheriff Stonehead and the Teen-Age Termites; illus. by Gene
Holtan. Scott, 1970. 221p. $3.95.
Not to be taken seriously, a nonsensical story about the ingenious
R ploys of a teenage boy who gets a whole town in an uproar and somehow
5-7 ends a hero. "Finley Farmer" is the mythical character he creates, and
the Teenage Termites are a non-existent gang he invents as the perpe-
trators of his jokes. The adults are up in arms, especially the muddle-
headed Sheriff Stonehead (a caricature of a stereotype) and the pompous
Mayor Whipsnade. The omniscient Finley lets it be known that Stonehead
was a terror when he was a teenager, and the teenagers of the town
rally around even though they don't know who Finley is. The dialogue is
stage rustic, the characters as typed as those of a Punch and Judy show,
but the book is so clearly meant to be exaggerated that the humor pre-
vails almost over itself-meant to be obvious and to be relished.
Blume, Judy. Iggie's House. Bradbury Press, 1970. 117p. $4.25.
After her best friend moved away from the house next door, Winnie
Ad moped about until some moving vans showed up. Maybe, she thought,
4-6 there'll be children. . .. There were: two boys and a girl, black. Winnie
was pleased, her parents obviously were disturbed to see a Negro fam-
ily. They didn't, however, sign a petition gotten up by some of the neigh-
bors to let the new family know they were not welcome. Winnie decided
to get up a counter-petition in the form of a questionnaire: "Feelings
about Colored People." The ending is expectable, the purpose worthy,
and the most perceptive aspect of the book is in the interpretation of the
reactions of the black family. The theme and treatment are not unusual,
and the story is weakened by some not-quite-believable dialogue: Winnie,
for example, in her first encounter with the new children, says, "Say I
Are you from Africa?" When she learns that the family is from Detroit,
she announces that she knows all about the riots there, asks, ". .. Were
you guys in any of the riots ?" and "When you had those riots did your
father .. . uh . .. did he take shoes?" Winnie is eleven.
Buckley, Helen E. The Wonderful Little Boy; illus. by Rob Howard. Lothrop,
[22]
1970. 28p. Trade ed. $4.50; Library ed. $4.14 net.
"Once there was a little boy whose grandmother thought he was the
M most wonderful little boy in the world," begins the story. Every incident
3-5 culminates in grandmother saying or doing just the right thing, after the
yrs little boy's mother, father, brothers, and sisters say something either
mildly encouraging or disparaging. There is a warmth in the story, but
it certainly raises some questions about the inadequacies of parents-
and possibly about favoritism, since grandmother is never shown in re-
lation to the older brothers and sisters. The illustrations have elements
of art nouveau and Norman Rockwell.
Burton, Hester. In Spite of All Terror; illus. by Victor G. Ambrus. World, 1969.
203p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.86 net.
A good story of wartime England. Liz, who could hardly remember
R her mother and had been happy as her father's companion, had lived, for
6-9 three unhappy years after his death, with relatives. Sent to the country
when the raids on London began, Liz was at first uncomfortable in the
aristocratic home of the Breretons but soon began to feel that they were
her own family. She went to London on the eve of Dunkirk, hoping to
help-and she did, realizing for the first time the anguish and havoc of
the Battle of Britain. The writing has vitality and conviction, the char-
acterization is excellent, and the small events of one girl's situation
stand out vividly against the dramatic background of the period.
Butterworth, W. E. Susan and Her Classic Convertible. Four Winds, 1970. 190p.
$4.50.
When a seventeen-year-old girl inherits a 1947 Cadillac, the least
Ad she can do is learn what makes it tick. Susan therefore decided to take
7-10 an automotive shop course; some of the boys in the class were embar-
rassed and most of the girls she knew disapproved. So did her mother,
who also disapproved of Charley Kowalski, whose friendly help had
changed to admiration. Susan dated a college man and that her mother
approved of, but he was an old friend of Charley's and helped heal the
rift caused by parental dicta. The combination of high school love story
and automobile mechanics is unusual, the characters believable, the
plot adequate, and the style sedate.
Collier, James Lincoln. Danny Goes to the Hospital; with photographs by Yale
Joel. Norton, 1970. 42p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.32 net.
Photographs and text show a small boy's progress through hospital
Ad routines from admittance to discharge. Danny has a minor eye opera-
K-2 tion, and the pictures show his intermittent nervousness with commend-
able candor. Not as entertaining as the Rey book on a hospital visit
(Curious George Goes to the Hospital; Houghton, 1966) or as well-
organized as the Shay (What Happens When You Go to the Hospital;
Reilly and Lee, 1969), but useful.
Dillon, Eilis. A Herd of Deer; illus. by Richard Kennedy. Funk and Wagnalls,
1970. 189p. $4.95.
R Michael Joyce had come from Argentina to Ireland to enjoy his wealth
7-10 in the country of his ancestors. Aware that his neighbors were hostile,
[23]
and suspecting that they had had something to do with the theft of some
of his deer, Joyce hired a lad who was on a summer hike to act as his
spy. This is the story, as told by the boy, Peter Regan, of his adventures
in getting to know Joyce's neighbors and tracking down the deer. The
book has some suspense and very good pace, excellent characterization
and dialogue, and a convincing plot. The humor is in the characters
themselves, and the writing is evocative and cadenced.
Dobrin, Arnold. Marshes and Marsh Life; written and illus. by Arnold Dobrin.
Coward-McCann, 1969. 47p. $3.86.
A good introduction to the subject of marshes and a good first book to
R stimulate discussion of conservation and of the conflict between long-
3-5 range and short-range approaches to interfering with ecological balance.
The softly painted pictures (brown, white, blue, and black; clean lines
and plenty of space) give both details of flora and fauna, and a vivid im-
pression of the peaceful vastness that hides so much life. The author
describes a freshwater marsh through the four seasons of the year, dis-
cusses the rich exchanges (fresh and salt water life) of the salt marsh,
and points out the various ways in which marshes are useful as well as
attractive to men.
Durham, John. Me and Arch and the Pest; illus. by Ingrid Fetz. Four Winds,
1970. 96p. Trade ed. $4.50; Library ed. $4.18 net.
Bit, who tells the story, is white; Arch is black. The story of their
R adoption of a large dog and taking on a poorly-paid job to support Pest
3-5 is capped by an exciting (if not wholly believable) sequence in which they
and a wounded policeman are pitted against a gang of dog-nappers. The
appeal of the book is in the natural dialogue, the warm relationships,
and the candid and casual way in which Bit and Arch discuss natural
speech versus schoolroom language, the difficulties of parental attitudes
toward pets, and their own color difference. The illustrations are real-
istic, deft, and attractive.
Elting, Mary. A Mongo Homecoming; by Mary Elting and Robin McKown; illus.
by Moneta Barnett. Evans/Lippincott, 1969. 61p. $3.95.
Pauline is a real girl, and this is her description of a trip made when
R she was a bit younger, when she traveled up-river from the large Congo-
3-5 lese city where she lives to the small village where her grandparents
and other relatives live. She was intrigued by the differences between
the rural customs and those of the city, her lively and explicit comments
giving a quite full picture of Congolese life. The text is continuous, di-
vided into brief topics; a map and a glossary of Congolese words are ap-
pended.
Fisher, Aileen Lucia. Jeanne D'Arc; illus. by Ati Forberg. T. Y. Crowell, 1970.
52p. $4.50.
At last, a fine book about the Maid of Orleans for younger readers,
R handsomely illustrated with pictures (some black and white, some in
3-5 color) that have a grave beauty. The writing is simple and dignified, and
the story is well-suited to the middle grades reader also because of the
clean, large print, the amount of historical information, and the fact that
the retelling begins in Jeanne's eleventh year.
[24]
Garner, Alan. The Old Man of Mow; illus. by Roger Hill. Doubleday, 1970. 44p.
$3.95.
A selection of photographs, some in color and some in black and white,
M is accompanied by a text that often seems contrived to fit the pictures.
4-5 Two boys, scrambling up rocky cliffs in the north of England, see painted
on a rock "The Old Man of Mow." Their efforts to find the "Old Man" are
punctuated by an invitation to join a group of religious singers, a visit to
a brick factory, a scrap ("There wasn't anyone else to ask. So they thought
they would have a fight. So they did." That takes care of four photographs.
Next picture, a bus. Continuing text, "They found themselves in the way of
a bus . . ."). They finally notice that a rock looks like a human figure; on
the far side is painted, "The Old Man of Mow." Some of the pictures are
very good, others quite ordinary both technically and esthetically; the
writing is adequate, tending to be fragmented by the format but mitigated
by flashes of humor.
Goffstein, M. B. Two Piano Tuners; written and illus. by M. B. Goffstein. Farrar,
1970. 65p. $3.50.
The subject is fresh, the theme universal, and the style of writing de-
R lightful, in a story simple enough to be read to younger children but most
3-4 likely to be appreciated by the middle-grades reader. Orphaned Debbie
lives with her grandfather, an expert piano tuner. His ambition for Debbie
is that she become a concert pianist; Debbie's ambition is to be a piano
tuner as good as Grandpa. Matters come to a head when an old friend of
Grandpa's, a distinguished concert pianist, listens to Debbie's playing ...
and when Grandpa Reuben listens to the job that Debbie has begun (on her
own initiative) in tuning a piano. The story has humor, affection, and
charm; without deep characterization the characters are somehow vivid
and real.
Grund, Josef Carl. Never to Be Free; tr. by Lucile Harrington. Little, 1970.
202p. $4.95.
Gustav, who tells the story, is one of a dozen sixteen-year-old boys
R who are commandeered by the German army near the end of World War
7-10 II. Delighted at the chance to show his loyalty to Der Fuehrer, Gustav
is prepared for nobility and sacrifice. He is not prepared for cynicism,
waste, and slaughter; he begins to see that some of the veterans have
lost their illusions and as the war ends it is clear that he has lost his.
The change is natural, the message all the more a powerful indictment
of war. The plot is episodic, a fitting structure in a book in which it is
the impact of repeated experiences that bring about a change; the char-
acterization is skillful, with stripped and staccato dialogue between peo-
ple too tired, too taut to be voluble.
Guirma, Frederic. Princess of the Full Moon; written and illus. by Frederic
Guirma; tr. by John Garrett. Macmillan, 1970. 30p. $4.95.
Like other beautiful princesses of folk literature, Kiugu Peulgo sets
R a high standard for her husband, disdaining the love of her humble shep-
4-6 herd and accepting the dazzling stranger from a remote kingdom. But
the princess soon finds that her husband is a monster, the Devil Prince
of Midnight, and her life is saved only after a titanic struggle between
him and the poor, ugly shepherd. So familiar are the components of this
[25]
African tale in western literature that readers of the genre will expect
(and get) a happy ending in which the shepherd bests the monster and is
revealed as a handsome prince in disguise, and the repentant princess
learns love and humility. The illustrations have awkward details but are
interesting in the use of design and color.
Hall, Lynn. Too Near the Sun; woodcuts by Stefan Martin. Follett, 1970. 192p.
Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.98 net.
The story of a young rebel in a moribund Utopian community, based
R on the Iowa town founded by the followers of Etienne Cabet. Armel Du-
6-10 pree was seventeen in 1875, aware that his parents were ashamed that
their oldest son had deserted Icaria, aware that he himself sympathized
with his brother. No man in Icaria could choose his bride or his trade-
it was decided for him. He could not own anything alone . . . and so
Armel gets into trouble when it is discovered that he has committed
the major crime of private ownership: he has planted and cultivated a
secret melon patch. The plot is sturdy enough, but it is the pervasive
theme that is of importance: how much individuality should man sacri-
fice for the common good, and who is to decide what that good is? The
theme is not obtrusive, but an integral part of the story. The setting
and the characters are effective and unusual.
Harris, Janet, comp. Students in Revolt. McGraw-Hill, 1970. 176p. Trade ed.
$4.95; Library ed. $4.72 net.
A broad look at disaffected youth in universities in Europe (West
Ad Germany, Prague, and Paris) and Mexico as well as in Berkeley, Co-
8- lumbia, and San Francisco State. Each section contains some introduc-
tory remarks by Mrs. Harris, heavy type being used to distinguish
background material from direct reporting on events at a university.
In most cases the latter is told by an eye-witness, the bias being in
favor of the dissident students and faculty. The book has, therefore,
an immediacy and variety that are appealing, and the material is im-
portant topically; the format, however, is distracting (separated para-
graphs as well as two type faces) and there is of necessity some repe-
tition in the recounting of events that have not-dissimilar patterns of
development. A bibliography and an index are appended.
Heuman, William. Home Run Henri. Dodd, 1970. 146p. $3.75.
Jim Gibson is a cub sports reporter who hears of Henri Chevalier,
NR the French Canadian who is piling up an incredible record of home runs.
6-9 Pursuing the lead, Jim goes up to Matinowac to see the marvel, is im-
pressed, and brings him to Metropolitan City to join a major league
team, the Titans. He also brings Henri's sister, with whom he has
fallen in love, her grandfather, and a friend of Henri's. The rest of the
story is patterned rookie-in-trouble: rival player, hostile newsman,
dour manager. The writing is trite and the humor of exaggeration wears
thin because of repetition. The style is pedestrian and the characters
stereotyped.
Hodges, Cyril Walter. The Overland Launch; written and illus. by Cyril Walter
Hodges. Coward-McCann, 1970. 119p. $3.95.
Based on an actual event, with invented dialogue, a few fictional char-
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R acters, and-as the author explains in a preface-only slight changes in
7-10 the names of the characters who were the heroic men of the overland
launch. On the night of an historic storm in 1899, the lifeboat crew of
an English village was called to rescue a ship-but the storm made it
impossible to launch the lifeboat. Thirteen miles away, over steep hills
and narrow paths, there was another village with a calmer harbor. .. .
This is the dramatic and vivid story of the long night's struggle over
land, through lashing rain and wind, with every kind of ingenious make-
shift, with courage and good humor, to get the boat into water and res-
cue the crew of the foundering three-master in the Bristol Channel.
The illustrations are superb.
Hoff, Syd. The Horse in Harry's Room; written and illus. by Syd Hoff. Harper,
1970. 32p. Trade ed. $1.95; Library ed. $2.19 net.
Cartoon-style drawings make it clear that the horse in Harry's room
R is imaginary. His parents could hear him saying "Giddyap," and "Whoa,"
1-2 so they decided to take him out to the country to see real horses.
Horses should be left to run free, father suggests, so Harry asks his
horse when he gets home. Clearly, the horse is content; significantly,
the book closes with Harry's reaction. "'Oh, I'm glad,' said Harry. And
he knew he would have his horse as long as he wanted him." Earlier in
the story an understanding teacher has explained, when the other chil-
dren laughed at Harry's report on the horse in his room, that some-
times thinking about a thing is the same as having it. Light and amus-
ing, but not superficial, the book is a pleasant addition to the growing
body of interesting books for beginning independent readers.
Holman, Felice. At the Top of My Voice; And Other Poems; illus. by Edward
Gorey. Norton, 1970. 55p. Trade ed. $3.75; Library ed. $3.54 net.
Edward Gorey's beak-faced people have a Victorian elegance that is
R oftened seasoned with a touch of the grotesque or humorous, and they
3-5 contrast effectively and harmoniously with the more placid style and
more significant content of the writing. Most of the poems in this sturdy
collection are short and direct, some funny but the majority a flash of
childlike reaction to people, or natural beauty, or the vicissitudes and
delights of being a child.
Howell, Ruth Rea. A Crack in the Pavement; photographs by Arline Strong.
Atheneum, 1970. 43p. Trade ed. $3.75; Library ed. $3.62 net.
Direct and unassuming in style, this is a good first nature book for
R reading aloud to the young child. The photographs are clear and nicely
K-2 placed; the text moves easily from one subject to another, pointing out
that many creatures live in the city and that plants grow, too. Sparrows
take dust baths, ailanthus trees grow everywhere, insects lead their
still and busy lives. While there is never a minatory tone, the author
makes frequent suggestions for safety (don't eat mushrooms, don't
touch wild creatures) and both text and illustrations show children ob-
serving and learning with absorption and care.
Hurd, Edith Thacher. Come with Me to Nursery School; with photographs by
Edward Bigelow. Coward-McCann, 1970. 40p. $3.49.
A book of photographs shows the activities of children at nursery
[27]
Ad school; the children are racially mixed; the pictures show them playing
2-5 in the schoolroom and out. The captions are direct and simple: "There
yrs are ropes for swinging," or "What do you think these boys are playing?"
The message is clear: nursery school is fun. An adequate and useful
book, but not unlike many others written for the same purpose.
Hurd, Edith Thacher. Johnny Lion's Bad Day; illus. by Clement Hurd. Harper,
1970. 64p. (I Can Read Books) Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $2.57 net.
Intended as a book for independent reading, the story seems more ap-
R propriate for reading aloud, both because of the subject and because of
K-2 the occasional difficult polysyllabic word. The illustrations have move-
ment and humor but are repetitive, the story is gay and charming. Little
Johnny Lion, in bed because of a cold, keeps urging his mother not to
give him medicine, and mother's calm handling of this is exemplary. He
has a series of bad dreams (attributed by mother to illness and by John-
ny to the medicine) and then-finally-one in which he is triumphant.
Happily he bounces into his parents' bedroom to have a cuddle, falls
asleep, and has a dreamless night to end the bad day. A light touch, a
familiar situation, and a balanced combination of real events and the
dozing dreams of illness.
Jacobs, Flora Gill. The Haunted Birdhouse; illus. by Riesie Lonette. Coward-
McCann, 1970. 87p. $3.49.
When her mother, an inveterate collector, buys a Victorian birdhouse,
M Polly and her little brother are intrigued by it, but Polly wonders if
3-4 birds have ghosts. Can a birdhouse be haunted? There are strange
noises, but nobody else seems to hear them at first; when they do, father
investigates and finds a small screech owl. The style is competent, but
the plot is slight and slow-moving.
Kafka, Sherry. Big Enough; illus. by Karla Kuskin. Putnam, 1970. 29p. $3.29.
Like many books about growth, this catalogs all the things that Berrie
Ad Biddle can do, and those she can't, and it ends with Berrie's happy en-
4-6 trance into first grade. Not unusual, but useful as an additional book to
yrs encourage the small child. Berrie is one of a black middle-class family,
living in a mixed community. The illustrations are adequate, the text
weakened by some confusion between "bigger" and "older."
Kassil, Lev. Once in a Lifetime; tr. from the Russian by Anne Terry White.
Doubleday, 1970. 187p. $3.95.
The first-person story of a thirteen-year-old Russian girl's experi-
R ence as a movie find. Sima is spotted for her resemblance to a portrait
6-9 and asked to try out for the part of Oostya, a serf girl who masqueraded
as a soldier to help in the defeat of Napoleon. She is enthralled by her
new world, worships the director, and is a success-but the next role of-
fered is in a mediocre movie, and Sima decides to take the advice of her
mentor and go back to school. The story has a Moscow setting, with good
balance of school and family life; the writing style is occasionally heavy
but fairly smooth, and the characterization is excellent. The skillful in-
terweaving of film-shooting sequences with the historical material con-
cerned gives the book an added dimension of interest.
[28]
Kingman, Lee. The Peter Pan Bag. Houghton, 1970. 219p. $3.75.
At seventeen, Wendy feels that she needs freedom; when her parents
R refuse permission for her to live in New York with a friend, she slips
8-11 off secretly-only to find that her friend Miggle is gone. Nobody home but
older brother Peter, who takes Wendy in tow on a trip to Boston, having
convinced her that it is the Big Scene. And it is. The floating population
of young people who live on Beacon Hill and meet on the Common are
serious about establishing their independence, but Wendy finds many of
them pathetic or irritating, a few impressive. Her experiences with
communal living are told in a dramatic, effective, and convincing novel
with distinctive (if not always sympathetic) characters vividly depicted.
Krauss, Ruth. I Write It; illus. by Mary Chalmers. Harper, 1970. 22p. Trade
ed. $2.50; Library ed. $2.57 net.
A small book, a single thought, a charming interpretation. The text
R is continuous, happily cataloging the many ways and places that "I write
5-6 it," and the precise, beguiling figures of children show that it is a uni-
yrs versal activity. On the last pages are scribbled and printed all the names
of the children who have so enjoyed the thrill of achievement, the satis-
faction of having learned to write their own names. The writing is breezy
and blithe, the theme appealing.
Kumin, Maxine W. When Mother Was Young; illus. by Don Almquist. Putnam,
1970. 64p. $3.86.
When Grandmother Was Young (reviewed in the Feb. 1970 issue) de-
Ad scribed life in Boston at the time of the first world war. Here the scene
2-4 is Brooklyn, the time World War H; the illustrations give details of the
period via clothing and pictures of war posters. Maggie's father is in
the Navy, her mother working as a welder. They use a ration book, col-
lect scrap metal, live in a brownstone, look out on tiny Victory gardens,
become acquainted with a refugee family, etc. The plot is minimal,
merged quite smoothly with the factual material; although the writing is
subdued, the book is useful as a period piece, simply written, for the
very young independent reader.
Larsen, Peter. Boy of Nepal; by Peter and Elaine Larsen; illus. with photographs
by Peter Larsen. Dodd, 1970. 63p. $3.50.
Using a format like that of the Gidal books, this gives a fascinating
R picture of a little-known locale. Photographs of Vishnu's family; street
3-5 scenes of the Nepalese capital, Kathmandu; mountain heights and ornate
temples with carved gods; interior shots and marketplace scenes; all
are briefly described by Vishnu as he chatters on about his home and his
people. Some of the pictures seem artificially used; these are in the mi-
nority, however, and in general the correlation between text and photo-
graphs is good. A half-page index is appended.
Laurence, Margaret. Jason's Quest; illus. by Staffan Torell. Knopf, 1970. 211p.
$4.95.
A fanciful story about an oddly-matched band of small animals on a
R quest-episodic and humorous-is fairly common, but this is an uncom-
4-6 monly good book. The major characters (a mole, an owl, and two cats)
[29]
are strong, the minor ones acceptably satirized types; the dialogue is
entertaining, the London setting (with an underground copy of almost
every scene above ground) intriguing. The illustrations are appropri-
ately engaging.
Lewis, Claude. Benjamin Banneker; The Man Who Saved Washington; illus. by
Ernest T. Crichlow. McGraw-Hill, 1970. 127p. $4.33.
A competent biography, an interesting subject, and a solid base of
Ad research are weakened only by the style of writing, which is stolid for
5-6 the most part, occasionally embellished by trite flourishes (Banneker's
first meeting with his love: "Something dark and supple, feminine and
barefoot, rushed past him and through the doorway.") and as often given
added interest by quotations from source material. Benjamin Banneker,
grandson of an African chieftain and an English indentured servant, was
a man of great ability whose broad scientific knowledge and remarkable
memory enabled him to effect the building of Washington after Pierre
L' Enfant had, in anger at his dismissal, decamped with the carefully-
drawn plans. A bibliography and a one-page index are appended.
Liss, Howard. Football Talk for Beginners; illus. by Frank Robbins. Messner,
1970. 94p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.64 net.
A useful compilation of football terms, plays, positions, and officials'
R signals, with diagrams that are helpful-although some of the more com-
4-7 plicated ones would be perhaps more comprehensible were there ex-
planations rather than brief captions. The arrangement is alphabetical,
with no separation of categories; that is, slang terms, position defini-
tions, and plays are inter-alphabetized. A table of abbreviations and
symbols used in the diagrams, and a diagram of the playing field pre-
cede the text.
Longsworth, Polly. I, Charlotte Forten, Black and Free. T. Y. Crowell, 1970.
248p. $4.50.
Charlotte's father and grandfather had been free men; the Forten
R name and fortunes had been made in Philadelphia and now Charlotte, age
6-9 sixteen, had come to Salem to go on with her studies, since the Philadel-
phia schools were segregated. This is her account of the years from
that time--1854-through the Civil War and the period thereafter, the
book closing with Charlotte's marriage to Francis Grimk6, newphew of
the celebrated Grimk6 sisters. The style of writing is heavy and ornate,
much of the material based on Charlotte Forten's journal and on con-
temporary sources. The book has appeal despite the style, since it reads
like a roll call of all the distinguished people, black and white, who fought
against slavery and for black equality. A bibliography, a list of contem-
porary publications, and an index are appended.
McKay, Robert. Dave's Song. Meredith, 1969. 181p. $4.95.
A junior novel that is far removed from the formula high school love
R story, some of the chapters by Kate (who considers Dave a loner, an odd-
7-10 ball) and some by Dave (who considers Kate, but secretly). They live in a
small Ohio town, which Kate detests, while Dave is devoted to animals
and particularly interested in breeding birds. Both are aroused by the in-
justice of the treatment of a completely rehabilitated ex-convict; Dave is
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able to see that Kate is more than just a pretty girl, and Kate that Dave
is secure in his own philosophy as few young men are. His song is a solo,
but it is from strength. Well written, the book is both realistic and ro-
mantic. One of the best of the many good relationships is that between
Dave and his mother: theirs is a respectful friendship, warmed but not
choked by love.
Marko, Katherine. The Sod Turners; illus. by Harry Kane. Criterion Books,
1970. 207p. $4.95.
In 1893 the Shawn family was one of those who joined the landrush for
M the Cherokee Strip; Desty (Adeste Marie, one of the ten-year-old Shawn
4-5 twins) hated leaving Kansas and almost hoped the family would have to
go back. The story of the trip to the Oklahoma Territory and the fam-
ily's tribulations is an adequate bit of historically-based fiction, but
neither the plot development nor the characterization has any vitality.
The boy bully turns out to be no menace, the half-breed Indian girl be-
comes a friend, Papa takes over the store in the new community, and
Desty-like the rest of the family-learns to love her new home.
May, Julian. Why the Earth Quakes; illus. by Leonard Everett Fisher. Holiday
House, 1969. 36p. $3.75.
A discussion of geologic theories about convection currents in the
Ad earth's mantle, formation and separation of continents, ocean ridges and
4-6 currents, and the functioning of faults, volcanoes, and earthquakes. The
writing is crisp and direct, sometimes abrupt in moving from one as-
pect of the subject to another in the continuous text. There is neither
table of contents nor index. The illustrations are starkly attractive, the
diagrams clear.
Mayers, Patrick. Just One More Block; illus. by Lucy Hawkinson. Whitman,
1970. 30p. Trade ed. $3.25; Library ed. $2.44 net.
A slight book, pleasantly illustrated, in which a small boy ponders as
Ad he plays with blocks. His castle topples and he wonders if he should cry?
K-2 scream? kick his blocks? ask his mother to help? No, he decides, he
will start again. Little sister creates havoc. Again he wonders what to
do, and decides to give little sister some blocks and let her learn how
to build, "Just as I do," he concludes, "to make my castle fit for a king,
high in the sky, for I am a builder." The message is intentionally clear,
almost obtrusive but mitigated by the simplicity of the writing and the
humor in the illustrations.
Monjo, F. N. The Drinking Gourd; illus. by Fred Brenner. Harper, 1970. 63p.
(I Can Read Books) Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $2.57 net.
A story set in the years just prior to the Civil War, the simplicity of
R dialogue and exposition, the level of concepts, and the length of the story
2-3 making it most suitable for the primary grades reader. The illustrations
are deftly representational, the whole a fine addition to the needed body
of historical books for the very young. Tommy Fuller, a New England
boy (cheerfully mischievous in the Tom Sawyer tradition) shows that he
can be responsible, and turns his imaginativeness to a great cause, when
he helps save a slave family traveling north on the underground railway.
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Norton, Bertha Stemm. Bertie and May; by Bertha Stemm Norton and Andre Nor-
ton; illus. by Fermin Rocker. World, 1969. 174p. Trade ed. $4.25; Li-
brary ed. $3.97 net.
Andre Norton's mother, Bertie, and her older sister May were eight
Ad and ten the year that Pa decided to move into town. Used to the freedom
4-6 of country living, the girls dreaded the possibility of prying eyes next
door, the probability of disdainful girls at school. It didn't take long be-
fore some of the girls were helping Bertie and May with a sale of home-
made articles; and by the time Pa came to his final decision about stay-
ing in town, the girls were delighted to learn that they would go on living
in Loudenville. The action is mild, episodic but not fragmented; the fam-
ily relationships are more effectively drawn than the individuals; the
primary appeal of the book is in the wealth of smoothly-incorporated
period (1880's) detail.
Panetta, George. A Kitchen Is Not a Tree; illus. by Joe Servello. Norton, 1970.
77p. $4.25.
Not quite as funny as the first story of the Boccaccio family (Sea
R Beach Express, Harper & Row, 1966) but this has moments of family
3-5 dialogue that are amusing. The plot is standard: child finds wild crea-
ture in trouble, saves it, is reluctant to let it go, but does so for the
creature's own good. This time it's a bird that is caught in string. Res-
cued by Tony, the bird is fed macaroni and wine, on which it seems to
thrive. Dolefully, Tony goes off the next morning to return the bird to
Central Park, and is cheered en route by several commendatory com-
ments from adults who learn of his intent. A slight tale but very nicely
told, a vehicle for another picture of the warmth and humor of a young
Italian-American family. The illustrations, black and white, are ade-
quate in portraying the family, excellent in depiction of city scenes.
Paul, Aileen. Kids Cooking; The Aileen Paul Cooking School Cookbook; by Aileen
Paul and Arthur Hawkins. Doubleday, 1970. illus. Trade ed. $3.95; Li-
brary ed. $4.70 net.
A really good cookbook for the young, the tone casual and gay, the in-
R structions clear. There is a preface pointing out that simple recipes are
3-6 for beginners of any age and giving general advice, including some on
safety. The recipes are on double-page spreads: on the left-hand page,
in large print, are a list of needed ingredients and a list of needed imple-
ments; on the right-hand page are the step-by-step instructions and the
number of servings in the recipe. Section headings are: breakfast dishes,
lunch dishes, dinner dishes, dessert dishes, party foods, snacks, and re-
gional cooking. A relative index is appended.
Pfeffer, Susan Beth. Just Morgan. Walck, 1970. 199p. $4.50.
After all those years of boarding school and summer camps, Morgan
R was quite used to living without parents, so that the announcement of
5-9 their accidental death hardly changed her life. What did change it was
the summer she spent with her new guardian . . . Uncle Tom was a fa-
mous writer and a man-about-town, divorced and suave. Morgan was
timid about him, about New York, about being fourteen and knowing no
boys. Dependent on her roommate, she had hardly thought for herself.
But the challenging ambience of her uncle's world taught Morgan a great
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deal that summer: poise and confidence, an awareness that her uncle and
cousin cared for her, and a firm conviction about the iniquity of prejudice.
A lively scene, a good cast, a convincing plot; both characters and dia-
logue are notable.
Plowman, Stephanie. Three Lives for the Czar. Houghton, 1970. 269p. $4.95.
Historically-based fiction that is set in a dramatic period and in a
R milieu that is vanished, that clearly is supported by intensive research,
8- and that has an easy, flowing (and convincingly first-p'erson) style and
the unusual combination of romantic appeal and sociological value. De-
spite a tendency to iteration and the drawback of very small print, the
story told by Andrei Hamilton, whose family had for many generations
lived in Russia and whose childhood playmate had been the Grand
Duchess Olga, is fascinating. It pictures harshly Nicholas II and his un-
happy wife, assuming (not surprising in a young man who moved with
familiarity among the nobility and royalty of several countries) that a
more intelligent and beneficent ruler might have prevented the revolu-
tion.
Schick, Eleanor. Peggy's New Brother; written and illus. by Eleanor Schick.
Macmillan, 1970. 27p. $4.50.
Clean-lined and simply-drawn pictures show a small girl and a preg-
R nant mother; grandmother's appearance heralds the arrival of the new
2-5 baby. Peggy, who has had the usual doubts about the value of babies ver-
yrs sus that of cats, finds that her new brother is a scene-stealer. Disgrun-
tled but anxious to participate, Peggy tries to help but finds that she is
not deft enough; but-only Peggy can make the baby laugh when he is
cranky. Not innovative, but so natural and realistic a picture book that
it can be very effective in preparing the small child for a new baby.
Schwartz, George I. Life in a Drop of Water. Natural History Press, 1970. 174p.
illus. $4.50.
Detailed and comprehensive but not dry in style, a book that describes
R with a sense of wonder and a scientific approach the miniscule marvels
6- of water life: the delicate precision of diatoms, the efficient aimlessness
of the amoeba, the grace of algae and radiolaria. The text describes
structure, reproduction, locomotion, and other functions, and the superb
magnified photographs illustrate them. A bibliography and an index are
appended.
Sharmat, Marjorie Weinman. Gladys Told Me to Meet Her Here; illus. by Edward
Frascine. Harper, 1970. 32p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.79 net.
Not for worlds would Irving have let Gladys know, when she finally
R showed up, what he had been going through. The style is gently doleful,
K-2 as Irving's stream-of-consciousness envisions all the dire reasons why
Gladys is late meeting him at the zoo and as he indulges himself alter-
nately in daydreams of his best friend suffering and memories of her
staunch loyalty. Amusingly illustrated, this is a story as enjoyable for
the adult reader-aloud as it is for the young listener.
Simon, Norma. What Do I Do? illus. by Joe Lasker. Whitman, 1969. 37p. Trade
ed. $3.50; Library ed. $2.63 net.
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A preface addressed to adults points out that the small Puerto Rican
Ad child, Consuela, whose day the book describes, is learning her own role
3-6 and acquiring independence by her tasks and games. The setting is urban,
yrs so the book will be useful; the illustrations are not very attractive but
they show the sort of familiar details over which small children like to
pore (there will be the usual accusation of stereotyping from Constant
Reader who objects to laundries being Chinese) and the format (a situa-
tion is presented, 'What do I do?", answer) while it is not leavened with
the humor of Joslin's What Do You Say, Dear? does make it easy for a
small listener to participate by learning to "read" the story.
Southall, Ivan. Sly Old Wardrobe; illus. by Ted Greenwood. St. Martin's, 1970.
36p. $3.95.
Chosen by the Australian Children's Book Council as the 1969 picture
Ad book of the year, this is a departure for the author, whose books for old-
K-2 er readers have been significant. This is not, but it is light and amiable,
the illustrations effective and tinged with humor-good design with
slightly grotesque figures. The story traces the passage of an old, large
wardrobe from person to person down the years. Finally, an Opportunity
Shop owner in Australia sells it to a small boy for a dollar. The ward-
robe is old and dirty; the boy's mother is adamant about not having be-
longings in it. The boy's friends make suggestions for use (some inane)
and one girl says the wardrobe is "scarey." That does it; the boy is all
set to get rid of the monstrosity when his grandmother announces with
delight that it is exactly what she has been looking for. Grandma had
originally given the boy the dollar; the story ends, "But nothing was
nicer than Grandma's smile; it was worth much more than the dollar."
Stirling, Nora. You Would If You Loved Me. Evans/Lippincott, 1969. 160p.
$3.95.
Trudy was not only sure she loved Tom, but was thrilled by the fact
M that one of the most popular and handsome boys in high school should
8-10 have singled her out. She couldn't bring herself to give in, but she was
sure she'd lose Tom if she didn't, and she knew that many of her girl
friends had no inhibitions about sex. (She holds out; Tom is bitter; love
affair ends.) The story line is paired with a sub-plot in which many of
the students are working in a mayoral campaign. Trudy discovers that
a virtuous attitude about sex seems to go along with a social conscience
and an altruistic attitude. At the end of the book, she responds to the
friendly overtures of another boy, Mal, who has throughout the story
been fighting his own battles with similar problems. The dialogue and
writing style are adequate, although there are passages of tediously ad-
monitory conversation; the book treats of very real problems, but the
treatment is both overextended and predictable.
Stoddard, Hope. Famous American Women. T. Y. Crowell, 1970. 461p. $7.50.
An unusually good collective biography, distinguished by a sprightly
R style, a variety of fields of endeavor, and the evidence of careful re-
6-10 search that makes the book a reference source as well as a source of
good reading. The subjects are alphabetically arranged, each biography
including an editorial note, a section of statistics, and a bibliography;
the index is fully detailed. The women whose lives are described range
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from such pioneers and heroines as Jane Addams and Harriet Tubman
to some of the distinguished artists (Martha Graham, Marian Anderson),
writers, doctors, businesswomen, educators, and sociologists of today.
Stolz, Mary Slattery. Juan; illus. by Louis S. Glanzman. Harper, 1970. 131p.
Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $4.43 net.
Of all the children at Casa Maria, the orphanage of a small Mexican
R town, eight-year-old Juan was dearest to Concepci6n. She had been at
4-6 Casa Maria all her sixteen years; she had no one and knew she would
always be alone. Therefore, when an American couple gave a party for
the children and singled out Juan for a present, Concepci6n's heart
burned with jealousy. Nevertheless she was proud of her Juan, the re-
bellious child who so firmly maintained the delusion that his parents
existed and would come for him. She wanted him to have the gift; Juan
wanted to keep it but knew the other children would be resentful. Juan's
decision is a meaningful one, since in giving up the present (the shining
boots he had long craved) he also gives up his long-maintained insis-
tence that he is different, he has parents. The plot is less impressive
than the style, which is distinctive, and the setting, which is unusual
and interesting; the characterization is excellent.
Tresselt, Alvin R. Bonnie Bess the Weathervane Horse; illus. by Erik Blegvad.
Parents' Magazine, 1970. 40p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.21 net.
The text of a 1949 publication is given a contemporary note by the il-
Ad lustrations, precise and delicate and tidy. "She's the smartest horse in
4-6 the country," said the farmer who owned Bess, many years ago. But
yrs Bonnie Bess was left atop the barn when the farm was abandoned, and
years later retrieved by a junkman. "That's just the weathervane for
my barn," said a stalwart young farmer (black) and he bought her. "She's
the smartest horse in the county," he says. A neat little tale, with the
satisfying element of a cycle completed, but limited for some readers by
the quiet tone and the sedate plot.
Unada. Ricky's Boots; written and illus. by Unada. Putnam, 1970. 41p. (See
and Read Books) $2.97.
Useful as additional easy reading material but slight as a story; the
M appeal of the urban scene and the happy thought of puddle-splashing are
2-3 positive aspects, and the tedious style (with frequent use of words like
"spit-spat-sput" and "plinkety-plink-plunk") is the major weakness of
the book. A minor weakness is in the unnecessary pointing out, in the
text, of details in the illustrations. Ricky likes rain, although "Everyone
hates a rainy day in the city." His old boots are too small, so he goes
with his mother to a store to buy new boots; the black ones are too
small, the brown ones are too big, the red ones are just right. Once out-
doors, he splashes blissfully, and his mother smiles. A list of "key
words" is appended.
White, Elwyn Brooks. The Trumpet of the Swan; illus. by Edward Frascino.
Harper, 1970. 210p. Trade ed. $4.50; Library ed. $4.11 net.
A rare delight, the story of a trumpeter swan who overcomes the se-
R vere handicap of muteness. The book starts slowly with a long, realistic
4-6 sequence in which a boy camping in the Canadian wilds observes the
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birth of five cygnets. With a flash of brilliance, the story erupts into
fantasy as the level-headed mother and pompous father of the family
discuss their nesting problems. One of the cygnets, Louis, cannot make
a sound and it is for the sake of his disadvantaged child that the father
steals a trumpet so that Louis will be able to woo a mate. The account
of Louis's education, his practice sessions, his relationships with hu-
man beings in the course of a varied and distinguished musical career
are hilarious, told with the distinctive blend of calm acceptance and
the patently ridiculous that have made the author's Stuart Little and
Charlotte's Web classics in their own time.
Winn, Marie. The Man Who Made Fine Tops; A Story about Why People Do Dif-
ferent Kinds of Work; illus. by John E. Johnson. Simon and Schuster,
1970. 35p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $3.07 net.
A little book with a big message; the illustrations are pleasantly ef-
R fective in supplementing the explanation of division of labor. The text
K-2 does this with skill, the light fictional framework describing the father
who made his son a top, was importuned by other men (who could not
make tops) and who, in each case, traded a product for another's prod-
uct or labor or raw materials. These terms are not used, but the ideas
are perfectly clear and the author discreetly stopped when her point
was made and elaborated no more.
Yabuki, Seiji. I Love the Morning; written and illus. by Seiji Yabuki. World,
1970. 22p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.86 net.
A picture book with a slight text and uncluttered illustrations that
M are big and bright but have a childlike awkwardness of proportion and
3-5 perspective. The positive aspect of the book is its only asset: "I love
yrs the morning," the child says, "because you say hello to me." and he
goes on to iterate all the things he sees, through the day, that he loves
-always explaining why. Pleasant thoughts, but little substance.
Zim, Herbert Spencer. Life and Death; by Herbert Spencer Zim and Sonia
Bleeker; illus. by Rene Martin. Morrow, 1970. 63p. Trade ed. $3.50;
Library ed. $3.36 net.
A calm and quite comprehensive look at a subject usually handled
R either too gingerly or too sweetly. Some of the illustrations seem of lit-
4-7 tle use but the text is very good: broad in scope, informative, and-in
particular-invested with the attitude that the cessation of life is a part
of life itself. The authors consider man's life span in relation to other
living things, having discussed the nature of the latter; they describe the
processes of aging and dying, the technicalities of burial and cremation,
and some of the funeral practices of other times and other lands. The
one significant piece of information that is not included is the fact that
the services of a funeral director and the choice between cremation and
earth burial are not absolute, but that it is possible to bequeath a body
to an institution for medical research. An index is appended.
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